Zuni Wellness Center

Rules for Use of Exercise Facility

1. Proper attire / athletic apparel is required while utilizing the Wellness Center.
   a. Footwear
      i. Shoes are required in all areas of the facility.
      ii. Sandals, open toed or open back shoes are not permitted.
      iii. Absolutely no bare feet.
   b. Shirts
      i. Upper body clothing should fully cover the chest and torso. No open holes on the sides.
      ii. Cropped Tanks, halter tops, sheer tops (see through), sports bras (only), are NOT permitted.
      iii. Clothing that exposes skin below the pec line is not permitted.
   c. Bottoms
      i. Non-athletic type pants such as jeans, jean shorts or khakis, are not permitted.
      ii. Shorts must be long enough to cover the buttocks and groins when exercising or moving.
   d. Personal exercise gear; weight belts, gloves, can be brought to the facility for your own use.

2. Personal use of cellular phones/tablets/portable devices is permitted for music.
   a.) Headphones and ear buds must be wireless.
      i. If not, wires must be secured for your safety during workout.
      ii. Use of cellular phones/tablets/portable devices for photography or videotaping is strictly prohibited.
      iii. Incoming or outgoing text messages, cell phone calls, must be taken away from workout equipment of exercise room.
   B.) Have consideration as others may want to use exercise equipment.

Zuni Wellness Center is not responsible for damages or loss of cellphones, tablets, portable devices or any personal exercise gear brought to the facility.